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An encryption algorithm based on sequences of random permutations and the structure of 
Hungarian rings is given. 
Introduction 
Encryption is closely related to substitution and permutation of message symbols. 
In this note we use the Hungarian rings structure for that purpose. It breaks up a 
message into segments of different lengths. For each segment we apply a different 
permutation. We are going to present a systematic method to permute the segments 
while scrambling a number of arbitrary message symbols. Note that the Hungarian 
rings present a physical model for the abstract concept of scrambling and permuta- 
tion. For us the Hungarian rings HR(a, b) consists of two inter-locked rings, R 1 
and RE, of a and b balls respectively with four operations, called HR operations 
Rl+,  R l - ,  RE+ and RE--, where Ri+ is to rotate the balls of the ring R i in anti- 
clockwise direction and R i -  is to rotate the balls of R i in clockwise direction. We 
notice that Ri+ and R i -  are inverse operations. For proper definition and illustra- 
tion the reader is referred to Singmaster [4]. Encryption methods based on combina- 
torial designs were studied recently by Sarvate and Seberry [2]. The technique 
depends mainly on the random permutations and the large number of equivalent 
designs with same parameters. In the present note we have used the structure of 
Hungarian rings and its movement (i.e. HR operations) together with the random 
permutations to encrypt a message of length m into a message of length Lm, the 
key is a 6-coordinate number with s HR operations P1, P2 , - - - ,Ps  • 
The message is encrypted in such a way that each (a+ b -2)  bits of encoded 
message will have only 'a' bits of information scrambled by a random permutation 
and s HR operations. 
When we talk about labelling the ring by message block, we understand that the 
balls on each ring have an inner labelling as 1, ..., a and 1, ..., b and also an inner 
labelling of 1, ..., a+ b -2  when we consider both rings together. 
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When we talk about generating random permutations or random numbers, we 
assume that a common procedure is known to both sender and the receiver. We also 
assume that both sender and receiver have a collection of sets of two methods for 
random number generation and three methods for random permutation generation. 
The sixth coordinate will indicate the set which will be used at the next message. Of 
course, for the first time both sender and receiver have fixed a set to be used for 
encryption. An excellent survey of random permutations can be found in Sloane [3]. 
Algorithm 
Step 1. Generate random integer sequences t t {xi}i=l and {Ni}i=i, using the first 
and second coordinate of the key, such that 
t - I  t 
E YiNi <- m < E YiNi 
i=l i=l 
where Yi = a or b depending on xi being odd or even. 
Step 2. Break the message into submessages of length yiNi, i = l , . . . ,  t. 
S t t l {Ai}i=l {Si}i=l Step 3. Produce sequences of random permutations { i }i= 1, and 
using the third, fourth and fifth coordinate of the key respectively, where Bi is a 
permutation over { 1, ..., b}, Ai is a permutation over { 1, ..., a} and Si is a permuta- 
tion over { 1, 2, ..., a + b -  2}. 
Step 4. For i = 1 to t, encode the submessage block of length yiNi. 
Step (i). Call the ring with Yi balls RI and the other ring R2. 
Step (ii). Break the submessage block into blocks of length Yi. 
Step (iii). For j = 1 to N i do the following: 
(a) Label R1 by the message block. 
(b) Label R 2 by arbitrary message symbols. 
(c) If R 1 is of a balls, then apply A i on R1 else apply B i on R 1 . 
(d) If R E is of b balls, then apply B i on R 1 else apply A i on R 2. 
(e) Apply Si on RI and R E together. 
(f) Apply HR operations PI,- .- ,  Ps. 
(g) Send the message. 
To decode, the receiver applies Steps 1 and 3 except hat, he breaks the message 
into subsequences of length (a + b -  2)- N/. In Step 4 he uses the inverse permuta- 
tions and HR operations, while applying substeps in reverse order. 
Remarks. (1) Note that the arbitrary symbols of the second ring will not change the 
position in the encrypted message, thereby making them vulnerable for breaking. 
This problem can be solved by using successive relabelling in the sense that from 
j= 1 to Ni, for j= /+ 1, consider the positions in the step j=/ in  R I and R E as the 
original positions (as inner labelling). This can conveniently be done in a computer 
program. 
(2) Instead of six-coordinate key we can send only one number to be used to pro- 
duce six random numbers, which can be used as seeds for the algorithm. 
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Complexity. Suppose m is the length of the message and it is encrypted into a 
message of length n = Lm. The intruder first has to factorize n = Lm in a + b -  2 and 
N i to be able to determine the size of the rings and the sequence of integers 
N i. Next the intruder has to determine all subsets S of { 1, 2, . . . ,  ~ Ni} such that 
~,jes j= ~,~=lNi (where S is independent of t. Now this problem conta insthe 
following NP-complete problem in Garey and Johnson [1, p. 223]. 
Given set A,  size s(a) ~ Z + for each a e A, positive integer B. Is there a subset A '  
of A s.t. the sum of the sizes of the elements in A '  is B? 
Example. For simplicity we assume that our rings are of four and three balls respec- 
tively and the balls are named as b~, b2, b3, b4 and bs, two balls are common to 
both the rings, and each ball is represented by a triple (x, y, z) where x represents 
the inner labelling as a ball from individual ring. y is the inner labelling when we 
consider the balls together and z is the message symbol attached to the ball while 
encrypting a certain submessage block. 
Let 
b 1 = (1, 1, - ) ,  b E = (2, 3, - ) ,  
b4 = (41, 5, - )  and b5 = (32, 2, - )  
b 3 = (31, 4, - ) ,  
where bl ,  b2, b 3 and b 4 be the balls of first ring and bl ,  b 2 and b5 be the balls of 
the second ring. The subscripts for the first coordinate are same for two balls from 
the same ring. The first coordinate without subscript means that ball is common to 
both rings. 
Let the HR operations in the key be Rid- and RE--. 
Let the secret message be 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1. 
Step 1. Let xl = 2 and x2 = 5 and N1 = 2 and N2 = 1. 
Step 2. The message is broken into two parts of lengths b. N 1 = 3-2 and 
a-N 2 = 4 .1 ,  viz. 
011101 and 1101.  
Step 3. For the sake of simplicity, let A l ,  B 1 and S 1 be the identity permutations 
and let A2, B 2 and $2 be the shift permutations by 1 (i.e., AE(X ) =Xd-  l , x  = 1, . . . ,  a-- 1 
and AE(a)= a + 1. Similarly for BE and $2). 
Step 4. We encode first 0 1 1 1 0 1 with the following steps. 
Step 
Step 
Step 
(b) 
have b 1 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
there is 
(i). Let the ring with balls bl, b2 and b5 be R 1 and the other rings be R 2. 
(ii). Let the submessage blocks be 0 1 1 and 1 0 1. 
(iii). (a) Label R1 by the message block 0 1 1. 
Let the arbitrary message symbols be 0, 1, to the balls b3 and b4, i.e., we 
=(1, 1,0), b2=(2,3, 1), b3 =(31,4,0), b4=(41,5, 1), bs=(32,2, 1). 
Apply identity permutation B 1 on R 1 . 
Apply identity permutation A I on R 2. 
Apply identity permutation S1 on R l and R 2 together, so in these steps 
no change in the coordinates of the b/'s. 
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(f) Apply Rl +, tO get 
b I = (2, 3, 1), b 2 = (32, 2, 1), b3 = (31, 4, 0), 
b4= (41, 5, 1), b5 = (1, 1,0). 
(i.e., blab5, bs--~b2, bE~bl; b3~b3, b4---~b4. {read b 5 becomes bl etc.}.) 
Apply R2-,  to obtain 
b I = (41, 5 , 1), bE= (2, 3, 1), b3 = (32,2, 1), 
b4 = (31, 4, 0), b5 = (1, 1, 0) 
(i.e., bl-~ b2, b2-~ b3, b3-~ b4, ba-~ bl ; bs~bs)  
(g) Hence the encrypted message for 0 1 1 is 
11100.  
(i.e., the last coordinates of the bi's). Similarly 1 0 1 is encrypted into 
10101.  
Now to encrypt 1 1 0 1, we proceed as before: 
Step (i). Let the ring with balls bl ,  b2, b 3 and b4 be Rl and the ring with balls bl, 
b2, b5 be R E. 
Step (ii). Here the submessage block is only one, viz. 1 1 0 1. 
Step (iii). (a) Label R 1 by the message 1 1 0 1. 
(b) Let the ball b5 be labeled by the symbol 1, i.e., we have 
b I =(1, 1, 1), bE = (2, 3, 1), b3 = (31,4, 0), 
b4 = (41, 5, 1), b5 = (32,2, 1). 
(c) Apply the shift permutation, A 2 on  R1, to  get 
bl = (2, 3, 1), bE = (31, 4, 0), b 3 = (41, 5, 1), 
b4 = (1, 1, 1), b5 = (32, 2, 1) 
(i.e., b2 ~ bl, ba-~ b2, ba-~ b3, blab4) .  
(d) Apply the shift permutation, BE on R2, to get 
bl = (31, 4,0), b2 = (32, 2, 1), b3 = (41, 5, 1), 
b 4 = (1, 1, 1), b5 = (2, 3, 1) 
(i.e., b2 ~ bl, b5~b2, bl-~ b5; ba--', b3, b4~b4). 
(e) Apply the shift permutation S2 on R 1 and R 2 together to get 
b 1 = (32, 2, 1), b E = (41, 5, 1), b 3 = (1, 1, 1), 
b4= (2, 3, 1), b5 = (31,4,0) 
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(i.e., b2~bl, b3~b 2, b4~b3, bs-~b4, bl-~bs). 
(f) Apply RI+ to get: 
( i .e.,  b 1 
Apply R2- ,  to get 
bl =(31,4,0), 
b 4 = (32, 2, 1), 
b 1 = (41, 5, 1), b 2 = (1, 1, 1), b3 = (2, 3, 1), 
b4 = (32,2, 1), b5 = (31, 4,0) 
-*b4, b4~b3, b3--~b2, bz-~b l ;  bs-~bs). 
b 2 = (41, 5, 1), 
b5 = (1, 1, 1) 
b 3 -- (2, 3, 1), 
(i.e., bl--~b2, bs~bl ,  b2--~b5; b3~b3, b4~b4). 
(g) Hence the encrypted message for 1101 is 
01111 
So the message 0 11 101 1 101 is encrypted into 
1 1 1001010101111.  
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